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As we enter the final month of
2020, the calendar will soon turn
to 2021 with hopes of getting back
to some normalcy.
Although it seems like a very
2020 image above, it’s just my
son Jaxson, paying a visit to the
AFRS headquarters. It’s Friday the
13th for him everyday. Note he is
wearing a mask.
In this issue of Behind the Badge,
we have several U.S. Space Force
highlights, including a story about
a young lady who persevered
to join the newest service and
continue following a family
tradition of serving.
In another story, an Air National
Guard recruiter who is going to
soon be working out of an activeduty recruiting office in Augusta,
Georgia, marking the first such
move since we have embarked
on the total force recruiting
enterprise.
Finally we have a story submitted
from the field about a recruiter
based in Alabama who recently
completed his first Ironman
competition. He set a goal to
complete the race in under 15
hours and was able to cross the line
in 14 hours and 49 minutes.
As always, stay safe for this Holiday
season and contiue to AIM HIGH!
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Airman 1st Class Sourav Basu Roy
(left), an air transportation specialist
assigned to the 482nd Fighter Wing,
Homestead Air Reserve Base,
Florida, and a commercial airline
pilot with United Express, is living the
American dream. Basu Roy came to
the United States from India and was
able to attain his pilot’s license and
work his way to the rank of captain
as a civilian pilot by the age of 24.
He enlisted in the Air Force Reserve
with hopes of becoming a pilot and
ultimately a NASA astronaut. Basu
Roy pictured here in the cockpit of
a Bombardier Canadair Regional
Jet aircraft with his co-pilot Nicholas
Emery who is also a warrant officer
serving in the Army National Guard.
(Courtesy photo)
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Indian immigrant living American dream in AF Reserve
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
HOMESTEAD AIR RESERVE
BASE, Fla. – Airman 1st
Class Sorav Basu Roy, an
air transportation specialist
assigned to the 482nd Fighter
Wing here and a commercial
airline pilot with United Express,
is living the American dream.
Born and raised in the
small,
mountainous
and
underdeveloped city of Agartala,
India, Basu Roy had big dreams
as a little boy, and, thankfully,
parents who encouraged him to
shoot for the stars.
“My childhood dream was to be
an astronaut someday,” he said.
“But, in my society there was so
much prejudice that not many
people supported me, except my
parents.”
He recalled writing an essay
on his life goals when he was

Airman 1st Class Sourav Basu Roy (left),
an air transportation specialist assigned
to the 482nd Fighter Wing, Homestead Air
Reserve Base, Florida, and a commercial
airline pilot with United Express, is living
the American dream. Basu Roy came
to the United States from India and was
able to attain his pilot’s license and work
his way to the rank of captain as a civilian
pilot by the age of 24. He enlisted in the Air
Force Reserve with hopes of becoming
a pilot and ultimately a NASA astronaut.
Basu Roy pictured here in the cockpit
of a Bombardier Canadair Regional Jet
aircraft with his co-pilot Nicholas Emery
who is also a warrant officer serving in
the Army National Guard. (Courtesy
photo)

just 6-years old and receiving an
unusual reaction from his teacher
about his future aspirations.
“I wrote an essay saying I
would like to be an astronaut
and how I would start by being
a pilot,” he said. “But my teacher
got mad at me. She thought I was
being a daydreamer even though
I was a good student at the time.
She spanked my hands with a
bamboo stick until my palms got
red. She even made fun of me
with a few other teachers. But I
believe those kinds of experiences
made me a strong and successful
person today.”
Unlike his teacher, Basu Roy’s
parents supported his dreams.
“I remember my parents said,
‘if you dream big over here,
people will think you are crazy.
We will work very hard and save
money so we can send you to the
only land of opportunity, which
is the United States of America.
Nobody will judge you there. You
will have enormous opportunities
and freedom.’”
Basu Roy continued to do well
in school and he never lost his
passion for aviation and space.
“I remember myself playing
with paper airplanes and
pretending to be a pilot as a
child. Many of my friends did
the same,” he said. “Our paper
aircrafts competed, formed flying
squadrons, and participated in
important air missions. Years
passed by, and while my friends
moved on with their dreams and
changed the love for the games
in the air for other interests,
I realized that my passion for
aviation and space is a lifetime
crush.”
When he was 18, his parents
decided it was time to send Basu
Roy to the United States.
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“We had many family members
and friends living in the U.S.,” he
said. “For my parents, it was the
best place they could send their
only child. I think that decision
forever changed my life.”
Within 19 days of arriving in
the U.S., Basu Roy began flight
training. Having spent endless
hours on a computer-based flight
simulator growing up in India, he
was well prepared for the actual
training.
“My instructor was so happy
that I already knew so much
about the aircraft,” he said. “On
top of that, I was able to do all the
maneuvers by myself without his
intervention. In my first entry
in my pilot logbook, he wrote
‘Excellent Job.’”
Basu Roy did his first solo flight
when he was 19 and he passed his
first exam for his private pilot’s
license with flying colors. He
received his instrument rating
and his commercial pilot’s license
in just six months.
With his pilot certificates in
hand, he enrolled at Miami Dade
College to work on his associate’s
degree and began working toward
his certified flight instructor
rating.
He earned an associate of
science degree in pilot technology
and a Bachelor of Science degree
in information technology as a
distinguished graduate while
simultaneously pursuing his
aviation career.
“Four years ago, when I started
flying as a flight instructor, I
trained many new pilots who ...
To continue reading go to: https://
www.recruiting.af.mil/News/
Article-Display/Article/2415957/
indian-immigrant-living-theamerican-dream-shooting-for-thestars-in-air-force/

Military legacy on path to fulfill dreams in USSF
By Chrissy Cuttita,
AFRS Public Affairs
JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIO RANDOLPH, Texas -Delays led to dreams coming
true for one young adult from
Medford, Oregon, who always
had her eyes toward the stars.
Felicia Barringer was selected
for a once in a life time
opportunity to join the Air Force
as a space systems operator in
Spring of 2020 but her journey
to serve, as three generations
before her did, started on a rocky
trail in Summer of 2017.
“She is my one and only recruit
I was able to put in this career
field since I became a recruiter
in 2017,” said Staff Sgt. Robert
Porter, of the 361st Recruiting
Squadron.
“Determination
makes her different. She didn’t
give up when trying to get
qualified to serve. Whenever
we needed her to go check up
on things she’d do it without
question.”
The 21 year-old said she owes
it all to her family and her
recruiter for helping her stay
hopeful.
“It was my goal for a long time
to join the Air Force because
my dad was in for 10 years,”
Barringer said. “I enjoyed the
atmosphere I grew up being
raised on multiple bases. I knew
it would be a great opportunity
for a job in aerospace engineering
too.”
However, she recognized that
her town was not exactly the
place to fill her dreams or launch
her into space as an astronaut.
Medford schools aren’t known
for those degrees and the nearest
Air Force installation is six
hours away.
“I worked a lot of odd jobs to

figure out what to do and how to
go to college and what I needed to
support myself,” Barringer said
about the disappointing blow to
her dream. “There wasn’t a lot I
could do financially.”
So she began the process to
join the Air Force. After her first
trip to the Military Entrance
Processing Station in 2017, she
also learned doctors had medical
reasons to disqualify her. Even
though she was initially denied,
she didn’t give up. She got the
documentation they needed and
took every test suggested.
Although she admits it was
disappointing, she comes from
a lineage of tenacity. She is the
fourth generation to serve but
heard other relatives may have
served as well.
“I learned this legacy from my
grandparents,” Barringer said.
“My great grandfather was in
the Army Air Corps and retired
as a major from the Air Force.
He was there when the Air Force
first became a thing.”
The space enthusiast said she
thought it was “cool” he was
one of the first to transfer into a
new branch of the U.S. military
and now she’ll do the same. Her
great grandfather served during
the Berlin Airlift, the Korean
War and the Vietnam War. She
also had another other great
grandfather who was enlisted
as a staff sergeant during the
Korean War.
Barringer’s father served 10
years as an explosive ordnance
disposal technician and is now a
local law enforcement officer.
Her grandfather served as the
First Sergeant at the 2nd Space
Warning Squadron and an Air
Force recruiter in Medford before
he retired with 20 years of service.
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Felicia Barringer, Air Force Basic Military
Training trainee, poses for a photo with
her family of military veterans at the 361st
Recruiting Squadron’s recruiting office
in Medford, Oregon, before shipping to
training in September 2020 at Joint Base
San Antonio-Lackland, Texas. She has
been a space enthusiast most of her life
and credits her grandfather for inspiration
by buying her a telescope to see the
stars, telling her about his career on a
military installation that supports space
operations and bragging how he knew
one day there would be a U.S. Space
Force. Barringer is scheduled to graduate
BMT on Nov, 12, 2020. (Courtesy photo)

Her determination to continue
family
tradition
made
a
breakthrough in 2020 when a
new doctor cleared her medically
qualified to serve.
“I think she showed up to that
MEPs three times this year,”
Porter said. “She got accepted
in March 2020 but a delay in
shipping caused by COVID-19
canceled the job we had her
slotted for.”
The stars she looked at through
a telescope her grandfather gave
her aligned and something she
never thought possible...
To continue reading go to:
https://www.recruiting.
af.mil/News/Article-Display/
Article/2411538/bmt-trainee-withmilitary-lineage-on-path-to-fulfilldreams-in-ussf/

Total Force takes big step as AF, ANG co-locate offices
By Master Sgt. Chance Babin,
AFRS Public Affairs
GROVETOWN, Ga. – Total
Force
recruiting
continues
to find ways to integrate and
become one team as the Georgia
Air National Guard has placed
a recruiter inside a regular
Air Force recruiting office for
the first time since embarking
on a Total Force recruiting
enterprise approach.
“This
a
tremendous
opportunity for active-duty
and
Air
National
Guard
recruiters to work together to
market both components of
the Air Force under a single
comprehensive
marketing
strategy in one storefront,” said
Brig. Gen. Thomas Grabowski,
Georgia Air National Guard
assistant adjutant general.
“This partnership helps both
of the components in letting
potential recruits know there
are multiple ways to join the Air
Force team by serving part time
or full time. The Georgia Air
National Guard is proud to join
with our active-duty partners in
recruiting the next generation
of Air Force professionals.”
The Total Force recruiting
enterprise includes the regular
Air Force, the Air Force Reserve
and the Air National Guard.
Total Force recruiting also
encompasses the Air Force
Academy admissions, Air Force
Civilian Service and Air Force
ROTC. Also, the Air Force now
recruits for America’s newest
military branch, the U.S. Space
Force.
For the ANG, the new office
also represents having a
recruiter in the second largest
metropolitan area in Georgia
for the first time. In addition,

its proximity to the Army’s Fort
Gordon will enhance its ability
to reach more prior-service
members.
“I am extremely excited with
our decision. The presence
of the Air National Guard in
the Augusta area presents an
exciting opportunity for both our
Total Force recruiting mission
and the local community,” said
Senior Master Sgt. Jose Padilla,
Headquarters
Georgia
Air
National Guard state recruiting
production
superintendent.
“Augusta has one of the largest
populations in Georgia, and
holds important industries and
missions, such as cyber and
intelligence. In addition, it is
a military friendly community.
This is the perfect example of
the recruiting zones we need to
be capitalizing from.”
While the new office is still
referred to as the Augusta office
it has moved to Grovetown, a
city just outside of Augusta in
the metropolitan area. The old
office had been there for 40-plus
years and it was not meeting
specific requirements needed to
house multiple recruiters.
“When selecting the new
office, we took into account the
growth and safety potential for
the long term and settled for
the Grovetown location,” said
Staff Sgt. Derek Knight, an
enlisted accessions recruiter
with the 336th Recruiting
Squadron. “It is in a growing
military community and is one
of the best places to live near
Augusta. With the new bigger
office, we are able to house a
third recruiter and still have
plenty of room. Having an inhouse Guard recruiter will
help us in overall recruiting
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and it gives our prior service
an opportunity to cross over or
serve again.”
Having a brand new office in
a prime location is an exciting
concept for the ANG recruiter
who is set to join the team.
“The new Augusta office is in
a great, accessible location that
has an untapped market for the
Air National Guard,” said Tech.
Sgt. Brittany Hopkins, a Georgia
Air National Guard recruiter
in Augusta and Savannah.
“Augusta is the second largest
city in Georgia trailing Atlanta.
I plan to start out going two
days a week to establish myself
and to get a lay of the land. I
have been to Augusta once
To continue reading go to:https://
www.recruiting.af.mil/News/
Article-Display/Article/2422300/
total-force-recruiting-takes-bigstep-as-air-force-air-nationalguard-co-locate/

Tech. Sgt. Brittany Hopkins, a Georgia
Air National Guard recruiter in Savannah
and Augusta, Georgia, and Staff Sgt.
Derek Knight, an enlisted accessions
recruiter with the 336th Recruiting
Squadron, show off their new office in
Grovetown, Georgia. (Courtesy photo)

Air Force Special Warfare Airmen: The Secret Ingredient
FORT HOOD, Texas -- Whether
you realize it or not, Air Force
Recruiting
Service
is
the
first step for most in the Air
Force. That step starts with
meeting a recruiter across the
various landscapes in America.
Recruiters are entrusted with
providing the best and brightest
men and women who are capable
of executing the ever-changing
needs of the Air Force.
AFRS luckily has a secret
weapon in the 330th Recruiting
Squadron. The 330th RCS is
the Air Force’s sole organization
responsible
for
recruiting
Combat Controllers, Pararescue,
Tactical Air Control Party
Airmen, Special Reconnaissance,
Survival, Evasion, Resistance
and Escape specialists and
Explosive Ordnance Disposal
technicians, along with Combat
Rescue Officers, Special Tactics
Officers and TACP officers.
The respective Airmen fall
underneath the umbrella of
Air Force Special Warfare
(AFSPECWAR),
previously
referred to as Battlefield Airmen.
Make no mistake about it,
different name with the same
lethality. Truly the best of the best
who relish the opportunity to send
rounds down target to decimate
an adversary or looming threat.
We already know how impressive
members have to be to undergo
such adversity, but recruiters, with
the help of contract developers, are
charged with getting them to that
point. Somehow their work gets
lost in translation, even though
they dedicate their minds, hearts
and souls to this monumental task.
“As a Special Warfare Recruiter,
you gain a greater sense of the Air

Master Sgts. Christopher Beversdorf and Derek Guerin, both 330th Recruiting
Squadron special warfare recruiters, ran the obstacle course in chilling temperatures
during the 2020 Lightning Challenge at Fort Hood, Texas, Oct. 26, 2020. Lightning
Challenge was a service-wide competition where teams of two Tactical Air Control
Party Airmen specialists competed against each other to be named the best in the Air
Force. Beversdorf, a TACP by trade, uses his operational knowledge of the career field
to ensure recruits have the best information possible when making decisions. (U.S. Air
Force photo by Master Sgt. JT May III)

Force mission and you’re granted
the amazing opportunity to look
behind the curtain and witness
how these elite Airmen train
and operate,” said Staff Sgt. Jose
Moreno III, a special warfare
recruiter with the 330th RCS.
In order to give sound advice
and help these Special Warfare
recruiters in selling these
careers to potential candidates,
it takes a diverse team of various
specialties. Zena Vandervort,
a marketing specialist with
the 330th RCS has helped
communicate
that
message
through various avenues, to
include the Hollywood-style
Air Force Special Warfare
commercial. This was not by
accident, Vandervort and the
team know what they’re talking
about and what needs to be
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communicated. Factors such as
these has afforded them street
credibility to work seamlessly in
the Special Warfare and combat
support communities. Some
would say they’re bilingual, able
to speak fluent operations and
support speak.
“As a marketing specialist, one of
my duties is to help our recruiters
who are not in the operator
community understand a little
piece of what we recruit every
day,” Vandervort said. “For this
exercise, I was able to nationally
display what TACP has to offer on
and off the battlefield. Ultimately
it’s our job to communicate what ...
To read more go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil/News/ArticleDisplay/Article/2422285/air-forcespecial-warfare-airmen-the-secretingredient/

331st RCS recruiter competes in first Ironman
By Master Sgt. Joshua Mustin
331st Recruiting Squadron

DOTHAN, Ala. -- The dream
started four years ago. He kept
up his fitness but didn’t start
actually training for the race
until March 2020.
First it was just a simple 5-mile
run with his dog, Colby. Colby
seemed to enjoy the run so he
stayed alongside Staff Sgt. Nathan
Murray, a recruiter with the 331st
Recruiting Squadron, when the
lengths increased to 10, 15, and
even 20 miles.
Along with the run came the
bike training. Colby would have
to stay at home for these because
his owner would be training to
bike 112 miles for the second
portion of the Ironman. Murray
would bike half of the flight’s
area of responsibility as part of
training, from Dothan, Alabama,
to Panama City Beach, Florida.
The final training was the most
difficult, the swim.
The race called for a 2.4
mile
swim. Swimming is a
full body exercise and requires
tremendous amounts of training
for one to compete in this type of
race. Now imagine the location
for the swim.
“This is not your typical Olympic
size swimming pool. It’s not
indoors and the water cannot be
regulated. This is a body of water
that is dangerous, unpredictable,
and can have enormous waves,”
Murray said. “It is the Gulf of
Mexico. In fact, the day of the
race called for four-foot seas. To
swim in a controlled environment
is tough but it doesn’t come close
in comparison with swimming in
the ocean.
To make matters worse, it was
during peak hurricane season.

Numerous times he went to
of course Colby, loudly cheering
train the seas were high and
him on to finish the race under
tumultuous. He described the
his goal.
training as hardest thing he has
With hands raised as he crossed
ever done. Multiple times while
the finish line, his goal was
training he saw sharks and other
achieved and he had finished in
dangerous wild life.
14 hours and 49 minutes.
On top of all this training was
“The feeling of crossing that finish
the nutrition aspect. He regularly
line was incredible,” he said. “I had
ate 5,000 to 7,000 calories during
just completed an Ironman.”
training days and was still losing
Exhausted, numb, and almost
weight. While he was not a big
delirious but none of that showed
person to begin with, he still lost
after the race. All you could
15 pounds when it was all over.
see was a smile and feeling of
The day of the race came Nov.
accomplishment.
7, 2020. His goal was to make it
To complete the book on the
under 15 hours. Show time for
Ironman, Murray took his
the race was 5:15 a.m. and the
experience to his DEP members
swim started at 6:30. The route
at DEP Call, encouraging them to
for the swim was two laps out
prepare for their upcoming race,
and around the county fishing
the race to be an Airman!
pier.
For Murray, a lifelong goal had
Murray described it as “the most
been accomplished and now he is
grueling part” of the Ironman despite
already thinking about when he
his training. Next was the bike ride.
wants to run the next one.
He cruised at a 15-minute mile
pace throughout the majority of
the 112-mile ride, only stopping
for nutrition and maintenance
on his bike.
By this point his legs and
feet had went numb but
he still had the marathon
to run. The course was a
road alongside the ocean.
Thoughts of stopping kept
creeping into his mind but
he remembered his wife
and family whom he saw
encouraging him after the
swim and bike ride which
helped him press on.
It was dark by this point
except for street signs.
His senses were playing
tricks on him, his body was
drained, and his eyes were Staff Sgt. Nathan Murray, a 331st RCS recruiter,
completed his first Ironman competition Nov. 7,
blurry. As he neared the 2020. He finished the gruleing competition in 14
final half-mile he saw his hours and 49 minutes. His goal was to finish in
wife, family, coworker, and less than 15 hours. (Courtesy photo)
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Eyes and Ears: Recruiting is tough, tougher if helpless
By Paul Gallagher
AFRS Inspector General

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- One of
the blessings about being the
Inspector General is spending
time with recruiters. They are
the tip of the spear, executing
the first mission of the first
command. What is tough about
that blessing is that I’ve all too
often spoken to recruiters who
are at some level of distress and
feeling helpless.
Psychologists Steven Maier
and Martin Seligman conducted
experiments in the late 1960’s
and early 1970’s. I won’t get
into the details…because they
involved electric shocks and
dogs, and I think hell might have
a special place for people who
shock dogs.
However, the conclusions were
that dogs, and we, can actually
learn helplessness. If we conclude
that nothing we do can stop the
pain, we can end up depressed
and adopt helplessness as our
paradigm. Keep that in mind as
we talk about recruiting.
I spent 23 years of my Air
Force service in recruiting. A
lot has changed, but one thing
hasn’t; recruiting is tough! There
is no ‘one size fits all’ checklist.
You can feel like your success or
failure are in the hands of forces
you can’t control.
Many have shared feeling like
the ‘job never stops’ and I’ve
experienced that myself. Two
people can carry out the same
task and produce vastly different
results. Our recruiting force has
a diversity of personality types,
and recruiters have different
levels of comfort and confidence

with typical recruiting
tasks. NCOs who were
very proficient in their
primary AFSC can feel
very unnerved with the
soft skills required in
recruiting.
What I see in
recruiters who are
most distressed is a
sense of helplessness.
I ask them about their
barriers or challenges
and they are able to
quickly
articulate
them.
Sweeping
statements
like:
‘nobody here can pass
the ASVAB’, or ‘none
of my schools will allow
access’, or ‘everyone here wants
to go to college’, or ‘my zone is so
big that I can’t effectively work
it’, or ‘I’m introverted’ are likely
to come.
However, if I were to write
each of them on a white board as
they shared them and later ask
them,
‘What is your strategy to
overcome, mitigate, avoid, etc.,
this challenge?’ it gets quiet.
Sometimes we can focus on the
roadblock so long that we can’t
see a way around it. Face it,
there are things we can’t change
that can frustrate our efforts.
With our mission continuing
despite a world-wide pandemic
completely
changing
the
environment, it is important
that we focus 100% of our efforts
on things that we can control.
The best way to do that is to
communicate.
Team up and generate
proactive and positive steps to
overcome challenges.
Share
what works or what doesn’t. Ask
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your leadership for help when
you need it.
If you’re being told to do
something that you don’t
think will work, it’s your
responsibility to communicate
that and have a proactive
strategy to discuss. 		
If you’re a flight chief, every one
of your recruiters should be able
to identify challenges but also be
able to articulate the strategy to
handle it.
If you find yourself feeling
helpless or in distress, reach
out for help. That is your
responsibility too. Military
One Source, chaplains, pastors,
friends; there a lot of resources
for you to use.
That positive step of reaching
out can make all the difference.
I entered recruiting as a staff
sergeant and left as a chief
master sergeant; there were
times where I needed to reach out
for help and I’m glad I did.
The IG cares about you, your
family and your mission.

Congrats AFRS 2nd
Quarter Award winners!
AMN of the Quarter – Senior Airman
Andrew Broadwater, HQ AFRS
NCO of the Quarter – Staff Sgt. Crystal
Westbrook, HQ AFRS
SNCO of the Quarter – Master Sgt. Valerie
Taitingfong, 372 RCG
CGO of the Quarter – Capt. Reuben
Rodriguez, 341 RCS
Cat I Civ of the Quarter – Mr. Joseph
Nollendorfs, HQ AFRS
Cat II Civ of the Quarter – Ms. Zena
Vandervort, 330 RCS
Cat III Civ of the Quarter – Mr. Gerard
Kinane, HQ AFRS

Above is the AFRS webpage. To get to the website go to: https://www.
recruiting.af.mil. The AFRS Public Affairs team is keeping the website
current with relevant Air Force information. Stay informed and continue
being safe.

Career
Chats

Satisfied customers at
College Football HOF

Future Chats
Jan 27
Feb TBD

Religious Affairs
Maintenance

Questions about
a career?
Ask the experts it’s great for applicants!
If there’s a career you like to see, let
us know at afrshqpa@us.af.mil
<a href="https://www.vecteezy.com/free-vector/content">Content Vectors by Vecteezy</a>
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Master Sgt. Daniel Bedford, Air Force
Recruiting Service’s national events and
program manager, and Senior Master Sgt.
Jose Padilla, Headquarters Georgia Air
National Guard state recruiting production
superintendent, enjoy a story on the AFRS
webpage, located at https://www.recruiting.
af.mil. Bedford and Padilla were doing
a Total Force recruiting event together
at the College Football Hall of Fame in
Atlanta, Georgia. Recruiters from all three
Air Force components were on hand to
discuss AFRS’s partnership with the HOF.
(Courtesy photo)

342nd RCS provides drinks, snack on Election Day

One of the most American things you
can do is let your voice be heard and
cast your vote. Members of the 342nd
RCS provided drinks, snacks and
smiles with their eyes on Election Day,
Nov. 3, 2020 in Atlanta, Georgia. The
recruiters wanted to show support for
those who waited in line for up to eight
hours to vote. (Courtesy photos)

337th RCS recognizes recruiters
Senior Master Sgt.
Pete Canlas, 337th
RCS
Production
Superintendent,
presents the certified
recruiter
certificate
to Staff Sgt. Terence
Edwards (far left), A
Flight in Sumter, South
Carolina and Tech.
Sgt. Travis Absher
(center), C Flight
in Gastonia, North
Carolina.(Courtesy
photo)
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U.S. Space Force performs first swear in at LA MEPS

U.S. Air Force Col. Becky Beers, 61st Air Base Group commander, administers the Oath of Enlistment to U.S. Air and Space Force
recruits at the Los Angeles Military Entrance Processing Center, Nov. 17, 2020. Shayleen Willis, a recruit from San Bernardino,
California, is the U.S. Space Force’s first recruit out of the Los Angeles area and will be heading to Basic Military Training at Joint Base
San Antonio-Lackland, Texas, to begin her military career. (U.S. Space Force photo by Van Ha)

342nd RCS volunteered to help those in need
Members of the 342nd RCS volunteered with
the Tarrant Area Food Bank in Ft. Worth, Texas,
Nov. 13, 2020. The event helped families in need
with food due to the COVID-19 pandemic. During
the five-hour event, they were able to feed 2,958
families and distribute seven semi-trucks full of
350 thousand pounds of food. It was a single-day
record for that location. (Courtesy photo) To see
more on the event go to: https://www.nbcdfw.com/
news/local/drivers-line-up-for-miles-for-tarrantarea-food-bank-mega-market/2480045/
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311th and 330th RCS recruiters help students

Members of the 311th and 330th RCS collected and donated 475
plastic drinking bottles to the students of Northgate Junior Senior
High School to help the students return to school safely. With
concerns of COVID-19 cases rising again. Northgate Junior Senior
High School has eliminated the use of public water fountains. The
Air Force recruiters would like to wish the students good health and
continued safety as they work hard to navigate these collaborative
learning arrangements. (Left) Tech. Sgt. Cameron Culliver, Principal
Bryan Kyle and Tech. Sgt. Devon Bordeaux posed for a photo next
to the school’s sign. (Above) Staff Sgt. Kyle Althoff loads a box of
water for students. (Courtesy photos)

364th RCS helps the homeless
The 364th RCS leadership team
demonstrated service before
self and built bonds with the
local community by packaging
2,600 pounds of donated food
and delivered 125 portions to 96
families and homeless in
Lincoln CA. The Salt Mine
Food Closet has been serving
the community every Saturday
for over 5 years, providing food
and coordinating donations to
those in need. Majs. Hsiao-Wei
Lu and Yancy Tang and Master
Sgt. Manual Macabunga stand
by to load supplies into cars.
(Courtesy photo)
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343rd RCS does unity ruck march

The 343rd RCS rucked more than two miles as part of an AFRS 5/6 initiative of promoting unity. While maintaining
safety and adhering to social distancing guidance the group was able to load up their rucks and carry a flag with
care and pride and create unit cohesion. (Courtesy photo)

364th RCS recruiter stays in touch virtually

Tech. Sgt. Kevin Saravia, of the 364th RCS, met virtually with the Fairfield High School JROTC, California, Nov.
4, 2020. Saravia would normally meet with the class twice a year in person, but due to COVID-19 his visits were
cancelled. The group’s teacher reached out to Saravia to do a virtual meeting with the students after the kids told him
they missed talking to him. The classroom presentation was set up and Saravia was able to talk Air Force benefits with
the class of senior cadets. (Courtesy photos)
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Safety talk: Some tips on how to have a safe Holiday season
By Stephen Baum
AFRS Safety Office

JOINT BASE SAN ANTONIORANDOLPH, Texas -- The
holiday season is an exciting
time due to extended time off
and the opportunity to spend
time with family and friends. 		
However, that excitement
could take a drastic detour
because of a mishap. One of the
most common mishaps during
this time of year are due to ladders.
Many use ladders to decorate
their homes and many use them
inappropriately.
		
Follow the below guidelines
to ensure you use ladders safely
to prevent those mishaps.
- Thoroughly inspect the ladder
prior to each use
- Use the proper ladder for the job

(step ladder/extension ladder)
- Ensure to use the properly
rated ladder
- Use only in an area free of
clutter
- Ensure the ladder is on a firm
level base
- Maintain 3-points of contact
(two feet-one hand)
- Stay near the middle of the
ladder, facing the ladder
- Do not extend ladders while
standing on the rungs
- Do not overload or carry loads
on ladders
- Do not overreach
- Do not allow more than one
person at one time
- Do not use the top two rungs
Another cause of mishaps is
due to overloading of electrical
sockets. Per Air Force Manual
91-203, we are required to unplug

all electrical decorations when
the work area is unoccupied.
Additionally, do not nail or
staple extension cords or power
strips as the internal wiring
could become damaged.

Have a safe and happy holiday!
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369th RCS performs mass swear in at Drift event

Recruiters from the 369th RCS performed a mass enlistment under the stars at the Irwindale Drift Race at the Irwindale Speedway,
just outside of Los Angeles, California. This race was an Air Force sponsored event with no fans in attendance due to COVID-19
precautions. The mass swearing in and the race were able to be viewed virtually. (Courtesy photo)

Reserve partners with bull riding event on Naval ship
The Air Force Reserve
and the Professional
Bull Riders took part in
a unique partnership
Nov. 22, 2020. The
PBR Air Force Reserve
“Cowboys for a Cause”
happened on board the
famed
WWII
aircraft
carrier USS Lexington
in Corpus Christi, Texas.
The bull riding arena was
constructed on the 872foot launch deck of the
aircraft carrier. Roughly
300 tons of dirt and steel
and more than 15 miles
of copper and fiber optic
cables were used to
prepare the warship for
the event, which was
televised on CBS Sports.
(Courtesy
photo/Bull
Stock Media)
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Mobile Lead Capture Application Sunset
MLCA Sunset Announcement
As of Dec. 31, 2020, the Mobile Lead Capture Application will no longer
be available for use for lead capture by recruiters or for squadron kit
registration. The MLCA is being sunset due to the new DoD FedRAMP
requirements, under which the MLCA did not comply.
The MLCA had two modes, Recruiter Mode and Event Mode. Recruiter
Mode is to be replaced with the Aim High Application. Event mode, which
was used for squadron kit registration will be replaced with a solution via
the Total Force Marketing Management Tool (TFMMT) in early 2021.
Recruiter Mode:
The Aim High Application was launched in June of 2020, and with its
onboarding recruiters were instructed to use the AHA to capture leads
out in the field rather than the MLCA. Leads entered into the AHA are
routed to the recruiter who entered the leads. Leads will bypass the Lead
Refinement Center and be passed to the recruiter’s AFRISS bucket.
Squadron Kit Registration using TFMMT:
Recruiters will use the TFMMT to generate QR codes for their squadron
level events that can be displayed in front of the squadron kit or asset.
Registrants will scan the QR code with their personal device to pull up a
registration form that they can fill out in order to participate. Registrants
who submit a form via the QR code will be sent through the Lead
Refinement Center and routed to the appropriate recruiter based on
component, program of interest and zip code.
Training for the squadron kit registration using QR codes generated in
the TFMMT will be included in the overall training for the TFMMT that
is provided to the field. The TFMMT will be fully rolled out to the field
around March of 2021. In the meantime recruiters should use the Aim
High App to capture leads.
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A White House Christmas

Brittany Hollander, the spouse of Tech. Sgt. Kevin Hollander, 311st RCS,
volunteered and was chosen to help decorate the White House for the
Holiday season. In the next Behind the Badge we will have the full story or
check for it on our website at www.recruiting.af.mil. (Courtesy photo)
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